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Abstract—This paper presents a 14-bit 250 MS/s ADC fabri-
cated in a 180 nm CMOS process, which aims at optimizing its
linearity, operating speed, and power efficiency. The implemented
ADC employs an improved SHA with parasitic optimized boot-
strapped switches to achieve high sampling linearity over a wide
input frequency range. It also explores a dedicated foreground
calibration to correct the capacitor mismatches and the gain
error of residue amplifier, where a novel configuration scheme
with little cost for analog front-end is developed. Moreover, a
partial non-overlapping clock scheme associated with a high-
speed reference buffer and fast comparators is proposed to
maximize the residue settling time. The implemented ADC is
measured under different input frequencies with a sampling rate
of 250 MS/s and it consumes 300 mW from a 1.8 V supply. For 30
MHz input, the measured SFDR and SNDR of the ADC is 94.7
dB and 68.5 dB, which can remain over 84.3 dB and 65.4 dB for
up to 400 MHz. The measured DNL and INL after calibration
are optimized to 0.15 LSB and 1.00 LSB, respectively, while the
Walden FOM at Nyquist frequency is 0.57 pJ/step.

Index Terms—Foreground calibration, high linearity, high
conversion speed, IF sampling, low-cost configuration, pipelined
analog-to-digital converter.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH-speed, high-resolution analog-digital converters
(ADCs) with IF sampling capability play key roles

in recent wireless communication systems. Benefiting from
the IF/RF sampling ability, the architecture of cellular base
stations evolves from multi-narrowband receivers to a single
wideband multi-channel receiver, which transfers the major
work of individual channel extraction to mature digital sig-
nal processing and hence significantly reduces the cost and
complexity of cellular base stations [1]–[4]. Other applications
such as cable modems, CCD medical imaging, and computed
tomography scanners have similar quantization requirements
[3], [5], [6]. Among various ADC architectures, the pipelined
ADC is considered as one of the best candidates to fulfil the
above mentioned applications due to its power efficiency in
realizing 12-16 bits resolution, 70-80 dB SNR, and 85-95 dB
SFDR at a sampling range of 100-300 MS/s [7], [8].

The main challenge of IF-sampling ADC is the linearity
distortion at high input frequencies [9], [10], characterized by
SFDR, which is of great importance for wireless communica-
tion systems since weak signals are supposed to be detected in
the presence of strong nearby interferences. Therefore, a high
SFDR is needed to mitigate the inter-modulation. However,
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the design of such ADCs is a nontrivial task, which is mainly
constrained by the following factors. First, the linearity of
the overall ADC is restricted by the front-end sample-hold
(S/H) circuits, any nonlinearity introduced by them will be
transferred to the final digital output directly. Second, the
finite op-amp gain error in stages may cause the residue slope
deviating from the ideal value, leading to a uniform jump in
the overall ADC transfer function. Third, capacitor mismatches
between the unit capacitors Ci (i=1, 2, · · · ) and feedback
capacitor Cf will create unique jumps in the ADC transfer
function. Either uniform jump or unique jump can yield
conversion errors, resulting in additional noise and distortion.
Finally, insufficiently settled output induced by limited settling
time may also deteriorate the SFDR. Although the capacitor
mismatches can be alleviated by increasing the unit capacitor
size and the inadequate settling time can be mitigated by
increasing the amplifier’s bandwidth, these methods cost large
area occupation and increased power consumption. This is not
desirable for high-density systems, since it involves severe heat
dissipation problem [11], colliding with the trend of low cost
and small-form factor [12], [13].

To address these issues, several techniques have been ex-
ploited in this work. First, a parasitic optimized S/H circuit
is employed to achieve a high sampling linearity over a wide
input frequency range. Second, a partial non-overlapping clock
scheme is proposed to maximize the settling time. Third, a
low-cost foreground calibration is developed to correct the
errors caused by capacitor mismatch and finite op-amp gain.
These approaches are integrated into a 14-bit 250 MS/s ADC
prototype that is fabricated in 180 nm CMOS technology.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the ADC architecture. Section III details the S/H
parasitic optimization, Section IV presents the clock design
scheme, and Section V discusses the foreground calibration
algorithm and analog design considerations. The critical circuit
implementations are illustrated in Section VI, and the complete
ADC measurement results are given in Section VII. Section
VIII concludes the paper.

II. THE ADC ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of the presented ADC is shown in Fig. 1.
A sample-and-hold amplifier (SHA) is utilized in this design
to improve the sampling linearity at high input frequencies,
even though it may increase the power and noise of the ADC.
This is because the SHA-less architecture has difficulties in
achieving a high SFDR for IF sampling applications with
fast changing input signals due to its aperture error and
complicated input network. Multi-bit stage can significantly
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of pipelined ADC.

reduce the noise and matching requirements of succeeding
stages [14], however the bit number is limited by the offset
of comparators in flash ADC. In this design, a 4-bit sub-
ADC is adopted in the first stage, which is then followed
by two 3-bit stages, three 2.5-bit stages, and a final 4-bit
flash stage. A developed low-cost foreground calibration is
performed on the first three stages to reduce the errors caused
by capacitor mismatches and finite op-amp gain. A low jitter
differential clock receiver followed by a duty cycle stabilizer
(DCS) is applied to provide low jitter clock (CKA) for SHA
and 50% duty cycle clock (CKC) for the quantization stages.
In addition, a power-efficient high-speed reference buffer is
applied to produce fast recovery references and facilitate chip
applications.

The dedicated foreground calibration decreases the capac-
itor size from matching limitation to noise limitation, thus
dramatically reducing the power consumption. Additionally,
the proposed partial non-overlapping clock scheme associated
with the improved comparator increases the residue settling
time. Hence, the bandwidth requirement of residue amplifiers
is lessened, which also helps to save the power dissipation.

III. S/H PARASITIC OPTIMIZATION

As the analog front-end of the ADC, the S/H circuit needs
to acquire a wideband input signal of high precision without
introducing too much noise [9], [10]. As depicted in Fig.
2, the flip-around structure utilizing bottom plate sampling
technique is preferred due to its good performance in noise and
power consumption. A bootstrapped NMOS switch is used to
reduce the on-resistance and its nonlinearity that is dependent
on the signal amplitude, thus greatly alleviating the harmonic
distortion. However, for high-speed IF sampling applications,
the performance of the S/H circuit is still constrained by the
following two factors [15], [16]. One is the signal dependent
parasitic capacitance from input to ac ground during the
track phase, represented by the variable capacitor Cp1. This
voltage-dependent capacitor Cp1 causes a nonlinear charging
current, which creates a nonlinear voltage error by traveling
through the ADC equivalent driving impedance Rs [1], [17],
thus degrading the tracking linearity and sampling precision.
Considering the fact that this error originates from a current
charging a capacitance, it becomes proportionately larger with
frequency increasing. It means that the linearity corruption
effect can become even more severe as the input frequency
increases. The other factor is the parasitic capacitance from
the input to node nb during the hold phase, represented by
the capacitor Cp2 that introduces feed-forward disturbance to
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Fig. 2. Flip-around S/H circuit with bottom-plate sampling (single-ended for
simplification).
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the settled output. The optimization of these two parasitic
capacitances will be detailed as follows.

A. Parasitics in conventional bootstrapped switch

The circuit for a conventional bootstrapped switch in [18],
[19] is shown in Fig. 3. The bulk effect of the NMOS switch
devices (Ms, M1, and M2) is eliminated by connecting their
bulk to the input signal through M1 during the track phase. As
illustrated in Fig. 3(a), the bulk of Ms, M1, and M2 is isolated
from the common p-substrate (Psub) by the isolation layer
formed by surrounding nwell and buried deep nwell (Dnw),
where the n-type isolation layer is usually connected to VDD
to keep parasitic diodes reversely biased. Obviously, there is a
bulk-nwell diode J1, which introduces a nonlinear junction
capacitance to the input during the track phase. Another
important parasitic capacitance comes from the transistor of
M4. When the input clock Φ1 is high, the gate of M4 is pulled
up to VDD and its source and drain are connected to the input
through on-transistors of M1 and M2. Fig. 3(b) gives the C-
V characteristics of NMOS transistors and the VGS operating
range of M4 (see the shaded area, where the summation of
CGS and CGD is approximately equal to CG). It can be seen
that M4 creates a nonlinear capacitance to the input, which
will be optimized in this work using the following technique.

B. Improved bootstrapped switch

Fig. 4 presents the details of the improved bootstrapped
switch. A floating-well technique described in [4], [15] is
applied to optimize the nonlinear capacitance of the diode
J1. Specifically, during the hold phase, the isolation layer
is reset to VDD via M10. For the subsequent track phase,
the isolation layer is left floating by switching off M10.
The gate of M10 is driven by the bootstrapped clock, which
makes this PMOS completely turned off during the track phase
even though the isolation layer voltage is bootstrapped higher
than VDD. Utilizing this technique, the presented parasitic
capacitance to the input becomes smaller and more linear for
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Fig. 5. Post-layout SFDR simulation via input frequency.

the following three reasons. First, the bulk-nwell diode J1 and
nwell-psub diode J2 are connected in series, which reduces the
equivalent parasitic junction capacitance. Second, the junction
capacitance values of J1 and J2 vary in opposite directions with
the voltage changes of the isolation layer, which improves the
linearity of the equivalent capacitance. Third, the voltage of
the isolation layer is bootstrapped higher than VDD, thus the
reversely biased junction capacitance can be further reduced.

To optimize the parasitic capacitance induced by M4 in Fig.
3, the two transistors M4a and M4b connected in series, as
shown in Fig. 4, are used to perform the function of M4.
The gate of M4b is connected to Φ1, and the gate of M4a is
controlled by Φ1d (i.e., the delayed inverted version of Φ1).
When the rising edge of Φ1 arrives, both M4a and M4b are
turned on to pull down node n5. After the bootstrapped switch
is triggered, M4a is turned off by Φ1d to isolate node n5
from the ground. Applying this strategy, the signal-dependent
capacitors CGS and CGD of M4 in Fig. 3 are optimized, since
the source of M4a is disconnected from the input and its gate
voltage is pulled down during the track phase. The simulated
SFDR at different input frequencies are summarized in Fig.
5, which indicates that the proposed technique of parasitic
capacitance optimization can improve the sampling linearity
at high frequencies.

C. Optimization for feed-forward coupling

During the hold phase, the large transistor Ms is turned
off, but the input signal still couples to node nb through
the drain-source capacitor CDS of Ms. The coupling effect
will disturb the settled output voltage, which degrades the
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Fig. 6. Layout method for feed-forward coupling cancellation.
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dynamic performance at high frequencies. To neutralize this
effect, a basic idea is to use a dummy capacitor that connects
the complementary input with node nb, as illustrated in Fig.
6(a). The dummy capacitor can be realized by a metal-oxide-
metal (MOM) capacitor or a dummy transistor [16]. The
former suffers from matching problem, while the later has the
drawback of adding extra nonlinear junction parasitic. Fig. 6(b)
shows the proposed physical structure of the dummy capacitor
CDM. It adopts a dummy transistor similar to Ms, but removes
the source and drain contacts that only contribute three percent
of the total parasitic capacitance. In doing so, a relatively good
matching between CDS and CDM is achieved, which results
in a 5 dB improvement on the SFDR at Nyquist frequency
according to back-annotated simulations.

IV. CLOCK DESIGN SCHEME

High-frequency and high-resolution pipelined ADCs have
imposed stringent requirements on clock designs, including
low jitter property for SHA, precise duty cycle for pipeline
stages, and non-overlapping clocks for voltage sampling and
charge transferring [4], [20], [21]. First, clock jitter leads to
sample-to-sample variations, which can result in prominent
errors for IF-sampling applications because of the high slew
rate of fast changing input signals. Second, both the positive
and negative clock phases are required for charge settling in
adjacent stages for pipelined ADCs. Therefore, any duty cycle
deviation from 50% may reduce the allowed settling time for
odd or even stages, limiting the maximum operating speed or
degrading the settling accuracy. Third, non-overlapping clocks
are needed to prevent switch operating noise from coupling
into the sampling voltages. However, the non-overlapping time
occupies a portion of the amplification phase, which decreases
the settling time of the residue amplifier. To accommodate
these requirements, the following two techniques are applied.

A. Duty cycle stabilizer

To provide an accurate 50% duty cycle clock for quantiza-
tion stages, a clock shaping front-end consisting of an input
clock amplifier and a duty cycle stabilizer is utilized, as shown
in Fig. 7(a). The input clock is first pre-amplified by a low
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noise amplifier (LNA) to acquire a high-swing differential
signal, which is further applied to a differential to single (D2S)
block to obtain the full swing clock CKA. CKA is then fed
into a duty cycle adjuster (DCA) that is similar to the design
in [20] to combine the rising edge of CKA and the falling
edge of CKB (i.e., the half-period delayed inverted version of
CKA). As a result, a 50% duty cycle clock CKC is produced,
which is distributed to the pipeline stages to generate various
local clocks. The precision of the duty cycle depends on the
delay precision between clocks CKA and CKB. To guarantee
an accurate delay against PVT variations, a delay locked loop
(DLL) is employed to perform automatic adjustment.

In this work, both CKA and CKC are applied to generate
the input sampling clock Φ1a, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Note
that the rising edge of CKA arrives earlier than that of CKC,
thus the falling edge of Φ1a is triggered by the rising edge
of CKA. Therefore, a minimum propagation path from input
to the sampling instant is achieved. This is important for
the optimization of sampling clock jitter, because it not only
reduces the intrinsic noise by passing through fewer devices,
but also decreases the deterministic jitter (proportional to the
path delay) caused by power fluctuation and substrate noise.

B. Partial non-overlapping clock scheme

Fig. 8 describes a conventional non-overlapping clock
scheme in pipelined ADCs [21], where input sampling, input
amputating, and residue amplifying are triggered in a specific
order that are controlled by Φ1a, Φ1, and Φ2 (see Fig. 8(a)).
Benefiting from the sequential operation, signal dependent
injection error and potential reference charge extraction are
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prevented. Fig. 8(b) presents a typical non-overlapping clock
generator. The clock waveforms are illustrated in Fig. 8(c),
where td1 is the delay from Φ1a to Φ1 and td2 is non-
overlapping time between Φ1 and Φ2. Usually, the overall non-
overlapping time between Φ1a and Φ2 is designed to be long
enough for the sub-ADC to resolve effective outputs. Thus, the
available settling time for residue amplifier can be given by
T/2 − td1 − td2 − td3, where td3 is the propagating delay
from Φ2 to reference selection switches. Clearly, the non-
overlapping clock scheme decreases the actual settling time
of residue amplification. This effect will become more serious
for high sampling frequencies, since the settling time reduction
may occupy a nontrivial portion of the unit conversion period.

To extend the actual settling time of residue amplification, it
is worthy to analyze the necessity of the non-overlapping times
in Fig. 8(c). First of all, the delay between the falling edges
of Φ1a and Φ1 is indispensable, otherwise signal-dependent
charge injection will be coupled to the sampled voltage. In
contrast, the non-overlapping time between Φ1 and Φ2 is
optional, depending on the bandwidth of the reference buffer.
To be more specific, if the bandwidth of the reference buffer
is small with a low charge recovery capability, the non-
overlapping time is essential since it avoids the instantaneous
connection between the reference and the amplifier’s output,
hence preventing the charge extraction from the reference and
maintaining a stable reference voltage. On the other hand,
if a high bandwidth reference buffer is adopted, the charge
extraction caused by instantaneously connecting the reference
with the amplifier’s output can be quickly recovered by the
high-speed buffer. Therefore, this non-overlapping time can
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be eliminated to increase the settling time of the residue
amplification.

Fig. 9 depicts the proposed partial non-overlapping clock
scheme along with its circuit implementation and the tim-
ing diagram. Compared to the traditional design, the output
enabling phase of Φ2 in the sub-ADC is eliminated (see
Fig. 9(a)), and the non-overlapping time between Φ1 and
Φ2 is removed (see Fig. 9(c)). Thus, the maximum settling
time can be possibly extended to T/2 − td1, as long as the
resolving time of the sub-ADC is shorter than td1. Otherwise,
the actual settling time is limited by the resolving time of
the sub-ADC. In this design, td1 is designed to be 2-3 Tinv
(the delay of an inverter), which is usually shorter than
the resolving time of the sub-ADC. Therefore, the practical
settling time can be considered as T/2− tcmp, where tcmp is
the resolving time from the sampling instant (i.e., the falling
edge of Φ1a) to the last-bit changing moment for reference
selection. Simultaneously, since the output enabling clock Φ2

is discarded and the rising edges of Φ1 and Φ1a are aligned, the
instantaneous connection time between the reference and the
amplifier’s output is determined by the resetting time of the
sub-ADC. Thus, the sub-ADC should have a short resetting
time. Fig. 9(b) describes the circuit implementation details
for the partial non-overlapping clock generation. To achieve
the timing relationships described in Fig. 9(c), appropriate
topologies for BT1 and BT2, careful transistor size selection,
and sophisticated layout routing are adopted.

In this part, we present a novel clock scheme by removing
the output enabling clock Φ2 in the sub-ADC and the non-
overlapping time between Φ1 and Φ2. As a result, the resolving
time of flash-ADC becomes the most possible limiting factor
that impedes the settling time extension. Hence, a high-speed
comparator with the capabilities of fast resolving and quickly
resetting is desirable. To achieve a maximum residue settling
time, an optimized comparator is developed in Section VI. In
addition, the proposed partial non-overlapping clock scheme
needs a high-speed reference buffer to provide a fast charge
recovery ability. To solve this problem, a fully NMOS refer-
ence buffer is employed to guarantee a sufficient bandwidth,
which will be explained in Section VI as well.

V. DIGITAL CALIBRATION

Digital calibration techniques are widely used to correct
the nonlinearity impairments and/or reduce the power con-
sumption by relieving the stringent requirements on capacitor
matching accuracy and high open-loop gain of op-amp. These
techniques become popular due to their potentials on realizing
high linearity ADCs with high power efficiency. However,
these existing approaches suffer from various penalties. For
example, the earliest evolving foreground calibration discussed
in [22], [23] requires switching the precise analog circuitry
in and out of the pipeline to connect it to a special set of
input signals, which adds overheads to the analog front-end
by introducing additional capacitances and/or shortening ef-
fective conversion time. The dithering-based digital calibration
presented in [15], [24] suffers from slow convergence speed
and relatively low accuracy due to limited dithering magnitude
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and strong interference from the input signal, which impede
its spread in applications that support intermittent operation.
Although the LMS-based background calibration described in
[9], [25] can speed up the convergence rate, it requires an
auxiliary slow but accurate ADC to statistically estimate and
correct the nonlinear errors of pipelined ADCs. Moreover, the
overheads associated with these digital calibrations are often
translated into either higher power consumption or reduction of
conversion speed. Considering the fact that the high intrinsic
device gain in 180 nm process makes it feasible to acquire
a high op-amp gain over all PVT corners, thus real-time
calibration is not a mandatory option. Accordingly, the fast
foreground calibration is employed in this design.

To reduce the overhead associated with traditional fore-
ground calibration, an optimized implementation is developed
in this section. By adopting an 1-bit redundancy pipeline
stage, the actual bit-weight measurement can be performed
by applying a single zero input instead of the special set
of input signals in traditional implementations [22], [23].
Meanwhile, a complete auxiliary reconfiguration scheme is
designed to keep the analog-signal path completely intact and
a compact digital algorithm is employed to save hardware
resources and power consumption. The proposed correction
approach, which avoids impairing the critical high-speed path
and introducing many auxiliary circuits, can maintain the
maximum conversion speed for a specific process and thus
can be utilized to improve the conversion speed and/or reduce
the power consumption. In the following, the residue transfer
errors are first analyzed, the calibration configuration in the
analog front-end and calibration procedure in the digital part
are then elaborated.

A. Residue transfer error analysis

Eq. (1) gives the residual output voltage of the 1-bit redun-
dancy pipeline stage depicted in Fig. 10, which is used in the
first three calibration stages.

Vres =

Cf +
m∑
i=1

Ci

Cf
· Vin −

m∑
i=0

biCi

Cf
· Vref

 ·
(

1

1 + 1/(Aβ)

)
,

(1)
where A is the DC-gain of the op-amp and β denotes the
feedback factor. Undoubtedly, the finite op-amp gain could
introduce a gain error ∆ ≈ 1/(Aβ). Additionally, if the ratio
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of (Cf +
m∑
i=1

Ci)/Cf is away from the ideal value, there

will be an additional error in the desired stage gain. These
stage gain errors make the transfer slope deviate from its
ideal value, which results in a uniform jump when there is
an output change in the sub-ADC. Furthermore, fabrication
mismatches between sampling capacitors lead to unique jumps
[21]. Fig. 11(b) depicts a 3-bit residue transfer curve including
static gain error and capacitor mismatches, while Fig. 11(a)
illustrates these effects on the linearity of the pipelined ADC
when an ideal bit weight is adopted. Clearly, these errors gen-
erate prominent differential nonlinearity (DNL) and integral
nonlinearity (INL).

Note that the residue transfer segments in different regions
shown in Fig. 11(b) shares the same slope, which can be
written as,

kslope =

Cf +
m∑
i=1

Ci

4Cf

 · ( 1

1 + 1/(Aβ)

)
· 2N−1

Vref
, (2)

where N is the bit number from the current stage under
calibration to the back-end. Then, the actual bit weight can
be given by,

Hi =
2Ci

Cf

(
1

1 + 1/(Aβ)

)
· 2N−3. (3)

Fig. 11(c) illustrates the digital output of the overall ADC
when actual bit weights are adopted. It can be seen that the
discontinuous segments in Fig. 11(a) are linearly jointed with
an attenuated gain kslope. Consequently, the static linearity can
be significantly improved by utilizing the actual bit weights.

Fig. 12. Configuration of pipeline stages for bit-weight measurement.

B. Calibration configuration in pipeline stages

Based on the analyses in Part A, the essence of foreground
calibration is measuring the actual bit weights in calibration
mode and using the actual bit weights instead of the ideal
ones during data conversion mode. Thus, the analog front-end
needs to be able to support two operating modes: bit-weight
measurement mode and normal data conversion mode. During
the bit-weight measurement period, the main task of the
pipeline stage under calibration is to generate residual voltage
that represents the bit weight of the measuring capacitor, while
all the following stages operate as a back-end ADC to convert
the analog bit-weight voltage to digitalized output. The main
challenge lying in such two-mode pipeline stages is how to
produce precise bit-weight voltage without introducing too
many supporting circuits to the critical high-speed path.

A traditional method to measure the bit weight is to quantize
the residual output voltages, while fixing the input at a specific
voltage to make sure that the digitalized value is corresponding
to the bit weight of the measuring capacitor [23]. For the con-
ventional 0.5-bit redundancy pipeline stage, additional driving
circuitry is needed to provide the specific input voltages
for the measurements of difference capacitors. However, this
requirement suffers from the following problems. First, input
variations caused by insufficient settling or noise may degrade
the measurement accuracy. Second, the switching circuitry for
input selection introduces overhead to the high-speed path,
which tends to deteriorate the high-frequency performance of
the overall ADC. Third, the additional circuits that generate
such input voltages involve substantial area occupation and
power consumption. To address these issues, 1-bit redundancy
pipeline stages and a complete auxiliary configuration scheme
are developed to produce the precise bit-weight voltages. Fig.
10 shows the 1-bit redundancy pipeline stage implementation
for calibration stages, where an extra comparator with a zero-
threshold voltage is added to produce a zero-crossing output
change in the residue transfer curve. Accordingly, the bit-
weight voltage can be measured by setting a zero input, while
changing the output of the sub-ADC.

Fig. 12 presents the pipeline stage configuration during bit-
weight measurement, where the stage input and the sub-ADC
output are reconfigured. The input voltage of the measuring
stage is set to zero by properly configuring the preceding
stage, including powering down the amplifier and switching
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the output reset clock from complementary phase clock Φ2

to in-phase clock Φ1. Applying this method, the differential
input is set to zero by reusing the preceding stage’s output reset
switch, without introducing extra circuit to the critical high-
speed path. To implement the output control of the sub-ADC,
a method based on adjusting the threshold voltages of the sub-
ADC (see Fig. 12) is employed to avoid introducing any delay
between the sub-ADC and the sub-DAC. As shown in Fig.
12, the comparator threshold voltages are selected through
an analog MUX under the control of CAL EN and Sm.
When the calibration enabling signal CAL EN is activated,
the threshold of comparator is switched to either VDD or VSS,
depending on the polarity control signal Sm. If Sm is high, the
threshold turns to VDD, thus the comparator’s output is forced
to low. On the contrary, when Sm goes down, the threshold is
changed to VSS, hence the output of the comparator is high.

To demonstrate the bit-weight measurement process, the
measurement of capacitor Ci in the first stage is taken as
an instance, where the input of stage 1 is set to zero by the
aforementioned preceding stage reconfiguration. The polarity
control signal Si is driven by a half-rate clock, which is
obtained by dividing the sampling clock by a factor of 2. Thus,
the output of this comparator is changed between low and
high, which means that the capacitor Ci under measurement
is connected to +Vref and −Vref alternatively. At the same
time, half of the remaining selection signals are set to high,
while the other half is configured to low. Correspondingly,
half of the remaining sampling capacitors are connected to
+Vref and the other half are connected to −Vref . According
to Eq. (1) , when Ci is connected to +Vref , the residual output
voltage can be given by,

V +
resi = −

Ci

Cf

(
1

1 + 1/(Aβ)

)
·Vref+

∆Ch

Cf

(
1

1 + 1/(Aβ)

)
·Vref , (4)

where ∆Ch is the mismatch between the summation of the two
halves of capacitors that are connected to +Vref and −Vref ,
respectively. Since this mismatch is minor, the value of V +

resi

is close to −Vref/2 .
In case that Ci is connected to −Vref , the residual output

voltage is computed by,

V −resi = +
Ci

Cf

(
1

1 + 1/(Aβ)

)
·Vref+

∆Ch

Cf

(
1

1 + 1/(Aβ)

)
·Vref . (5)

Thus, the digitalized value of the actual bit weight can be
deduced as follows,

HDi = D(V +
resi)× (−1) +D(V −

resi)× (+1)

= D

(
2Ci

Cf

(
1

1 + 1/(Aβ)

)
· Vref

)
. (6)

This alternative bit-weight measurement method possesses
several advantages. First, the high precise zero input can be
easily acquired by properly configuring the preceding stage,
which avoids introducing any additional circuit to the critical
load-sensitive path, thus exhibiting little effect on the perfor-
mance of the overall ADC. Second, the output reconfiguration
of sub-ADC is implemented by adjusting the threshold volt-
ages, which is performed at the low-speed threshold selection
side rather than the high-speed sub-ADC output side. Thus,
the output reconfiguration of sub-ADC presents little effect on
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Fig. 13. Illustration of chopping implementation.
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ADC performance as well. Third, the alternative measurement
approach is essentially a realization of chopping technique (see
Fig. 13) that can move the energy of the DC offset and low-
frequency 1/f noise to high frequencies, which is then filtered
by the averaging filter in the digital part. Combining all the
features mentioned above, it is expected that the proposed
alternative measurement could perform a highly accurate bit-
weight measurement at a low cost in terms of both circuit
addition and power penalty.

C. Calibration process in digital part

The calibration is carried out at the first three stages,
beginning with the third stage, toward the first stage. Fig. 14
presents the block diagram of the calibration, where the first-
stage implementation is described in detail, and the stages 2
and 3 are designed in a similar way. The calibration is divided
into two working periods, namely measurement period and
conversion period. During the measurement period, the analog
front-end is configured in the bit-weight measurement mode.
The actual bit weight Hm

i for each capacitor is repeatedly
measured and then subtracts the ideal bit weight Hm

ideal to
get instant errors. These errors are fed into an 2048-point
averaging filter to obtain an averaged bit-weight error Hm

ei ,
which is stored in the ith error register Errori. Until all
the bit-weight errors are sequentially measured and stored in
the error registers under the control of the digital machine,
the measurement period that takes about 217 clock cycles is
finished and the error registers remain unchanged. During the
conversion period, an additional path is introduced to calculate
the total bit-weight errors, which are finally added to the
normal conversion results. By storing and using bit-weight
error Hm

ei instead of actual bit weight Hm
i , the data bit-width

participating in the calibration process is reduced, and the
timing requirement for real-time digital calculation is relaxed,
thus exhibiting a good potential for high-speed operation.
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Fig. 15. Function of noise attenuation by the digital averaging filter.

TABLE I
DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THE FIRST STAGE.

Parameters Values
Sampling capacitor (Ctotal) 2 pF
Sampling rate (fs) 250 MHz
Ideal stage gain (1/β) 8
Equivalent noise factor (η) 1.5
Back-end ADC resolution 14 bits
Average point number 2048

Note that the bit weight of each capacitor is measured in
practical noisy environment, so the measurement accuracy is
highly constrained by the non-ideal factors, mainly including
offset, circuit noise, and quantization error. Here, the circuit
noise comprises sampling kT/C noise as well as 1/f noise
and thermal noise of residue amplifier. As discussed earlier
in this part, the offset and 1/f noise can be chopped to high
frequency, which can be suppressed by the averaging filter.
Thus, the measurement accuracy is predominantly restricted
by the remaining quantization noise, sampling noise, and
amplifier’s thermal noise, where the equivalent input noise of
the last two types can be represented by multiplying sampling
noise with a factor η (η ≥ 1). In this design, simulation results
demonstrate that η should be set to 1.5. Since the stage gains
are larger than the scaling factors of the capacitors between
successive stages, noise in the first stage brings about a higher
measurement corruption than the other stages. Hence, we focus
on the analysis of noise suppression in the first stage.

Here, the noise-free resolution (NFR), which is usually used
to characterize the measurement accuracy of low frequency
signals, is employed to estimate the measurement precision.
Its definition [26] is as follows,

NFR = log2

(
Full − scale input voltage range
Peak − to− peak input noise

)
, (7)

where the peak-to-peak input noise is set to 6.6 V n
rms (the

input RMS noise) to guarantee a 99.99% confidence level.
Then, the equivalent average output noise spectrum of

the first stage, i.e., the average input noise spectrum of the
subsequent 14-bit back-end ADC, can be given by,

SEQA =
kT/Ctotal · η

fs/2
· 1

β2
. (8)

Considering the fact that the kT/C noise is much higher
than the quantization noise, the average noise spectrum of the
measured quantification errors of the 14-bit back-end ADC
can be approximated as,

SQUA =
∆2/12

fs/2
. (9)
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Fig. 16. Simplified schematic for (a) op-amp in SHA and (b) op-amp in
pipeline stages.

These two types of noise are further attenuated by the digital
averaging filter. Therefore, the RMS noise passing to the final
output, denoted by V N

H , can be deduced by,

V N
H =

√
(SEQA + SQUA)× fs

2
×
∫ 0.5

0

|HAV (f)|2df, (10)

where HAV (f), as shown in Fig. 15, is the transfer function
of the averaging filter.

Finally, NFR can be calculated by,

NFR = log2

(
Vswing

6.6V N
H

)
. (11)

Substituting the above equations with the practical param-
eters listed in Table I, an NFR of 14.7 bits can be obtained.
It indicates that the measurement accuracy can reach 14 bits,
which determines the effective number of bits that participates
in the digital calibration.

VI. CRUCIAL BUILDING BLOCKS

A. Operational amplifier

The operational amplifier is one of the most important
components in the whole pipelined ADC, which constraints
the maximum operating speed, linearity, and power efficiency
of the overall ADC. Fig. 16 describes the op-amps used in
the front-end SHA and the pipeline stages. Both of them
adopt a two-stage structure to satisfy the requirements of high
gain and high output swing, where a telescopic topology is
utilized in the first stage to reduce the device noise and power
consumption. To drive the large sampling capacitor in the first
quantization stage, the op-amp in SHA employs a class AB
driving stage associated with a distributed miller compensation
to provide a fast settling behavior for large output swing [27].
For the op-amp exploited in the pipeline stages, a gain boosting
amplifier is added to the weak NMOS path to improve the
equivalent output impedance, leading to a good balance among
the requirements of high gain, high speed, and high power
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Fig. 17. (a) Switch-capacitor comparator implementation, (b) timing diagram,
and (c) details of the improved comparator.

efficiency. Simulation results show that the op-amp in the SHA
achieves a GBW of 1 GHz with a power consumption of 90
mW, while the op-amp in the first 4-bit stage consumes 72
mW to obtain a BW of 1 GHz at a gain of 18 dB.

B. Comparator

Referring to the analysis in Section IV, the effective settling
time of residue amplifier is limited by the sub-ADC’s resolving
time tcmp, which can be generally divided into two parts:
the regeneration time introduced by decision comparators in
the sub-ADC, and the propagation time induced by inevitable
driving circuits and possible additional blocks for calibration
configuration. As discussed in Section V, this design applies
an approach based on comparator threshold voltage adjustment
to implement the reconfiguration of sub-ADC’s output. Thus,
the distribution time is optimized. This part will focus on
the design of an improved high-speed dynamic comparator
inspired by the design in [5], which aims to optimize the com-
parator’s regeneration time and reset time, thus maximizing
the amplifier’s settling time and minimizing the instantaneous
connection time.

The improved high-speed comparator, consisting of a static
pre-amplifier and a dynamic amplifier-based latch, is depicted
in Fig. 17, where the controlling timing diagram is also
illustrated. During the track phase, both the static pream-
plifier and the dynamic amplifier are in amplification mode
and the effective input voltage (i.e. the input voltage minus
the threshold voltage) is amplified onto the output nodes
VOP/VON. The two stage preamplifiers dissipate 150 µA and
provide a gain of about 9 dB, which not only yields a large
swing to reduce the regeneration time but also effectively
attenuates the offset and noise introduced by the latch. When
the falling edge of Φ1a arrives, the dynamic amplifier is
set to high-impedance state by cutting off the transistors of
PM1/PM2 and NM3/NM4. Simultaneously, the cross-coupled
inverter based latch is enabled to start regenerating the output.
After a non-overlapping time, Φ2 goes up to make the input
transistors of the static preamplifier connected in diode mode,
and the threshold voltage associated with the offset of the
static preamplifier is stored on the capacitor to prepare for
next operating period.

The regeneration time is mainly subject to the time constant
gm/Cp, where gm is determined by the current flowing
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Fig. 18. A fully integrated high-speed reference buffer.

through the latch, and Cp is the total capacitance of the
output node of the latch. To achieve high regeneration speed,
the latch described in [5] employs a compact cross-coupled
inverter based NMOS controlling structure to obtain a large
start current, thus resulting in a high regeneration gm. Aiming
to further improve the operating speed, this design introduces a
pair of cascode transistors NM3/NM4 into the dynamic ampli-
fier (see Fig. 17(c)). During the regeneration phase, NM3/NM4
are turned off, thus a low CGD can be obtained. Moreover,
the size of NM3/NM4 can be designed to be much smaller
than NM1/NM2 due to the full swing gate voltage, which
will further decrease the parasitic capacitances. Additionally,
a large size of NM1/NM2 is allowed to provide a high gain
without increasing the latch load since they are isolated from
the output node by NM3/NM4. Finally, the kick-back noise is
also isolated by the opened transistors NM3/NM4. Simulation
results show that the decision time of the modified comparator
is less than 100 ps with an mV-magnitude input voltage. To
obtain the desired fast resetting ability as analyzed in Section
IV, a pull-up transistor PM3 that is connected to the common
source of the cross-coupled latch (see Fig. 17(c)) is also added.
When Φ1a goes down, PM3 provides an extra charging path
to help quickly pulling up VON/VOP to turn off the reference
selection switches, thus reducing the instantaneous connection
time between the reference and the amplifier’s output.

C. On chip high-speed reference buffer

As discussed in Section IV, a high-speed reference buffer
is desired to provide fast charge recovery capability. However,
it is rather difficult to design a negative feedback buffer with
such a high bandwidth (larger than 4 times of the sampling
rate). Hence, an open-loop source follower with low output
impedance becomes a preferred choice [28]. Compared to
PMOS transistors, NMOS transistors present a higher effi-
ciency of translating current into transconductance (gm/ID).
As shown in Fig. 18, this design exploits an NMOS source
follower based buffer. The reference voltages VRP/VRN are
generated by a separate path consisting of two stacking NMOS
source followers. The gate voltages of Vop and Von are
determined by Vrpin and Vrnin through the negative feedback
loops. Thus, the output impedance is mostly restricted by the
transconductance of NM1 and NM2. Considering the fact that
the current efficiency of NMOS is about 2-3 times higher than
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Fig. 19. Chip micrograph.

Fig. 20. Plots of DNL and INL for (a) without calibration and (b) with
calibration.

that of PMOS, this full NMOS implementation can achieve a
high power efficiency. In addition, VDD sees high impedances
to both VRN and VRP, which produces a high power supply
rejection ratio. In order to provide a large output swing, a
charge pump controlled by two non-overlapping clocks is used
to boot the gate voltages of M1 and M4. The input reference
voltage and various biases are generated from an on-chip
bandgap. To suppress the noise produced by the bandgap, low
bandwidths (<1MHz) of the two loops are employed.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The 14-bit pipelined ADC is fabricated in 180 nm 1P6M

CMOS process, and it occupies an area of 6 mm2. The
die micrograph is illustrated in Fig. 19. As depicted in Fig.
20(a), the measured DNL and INL before calibration are 0.43
LSB and 3.44 LSB, respectively. After calibration, they are
decreased to 0.15 LSB and 1.00 LSB (see Fig. 20(b)).

Fig. 21 provides the 16 k FFT plot at 250 MS/s for input
frequencies of 30 MHz and 403 MHz. With a 30 MHz input
signal, the ADC achieves an SFDR of 94.7 dB and an SNDR
of 68.5 dB. Even the input frequency is raised to 403 MHz,
the measured SFDR and SNDR can maintain 84.3 dB and 65.4
dB, respectively. The measured SFDR and SNDR before and
after calibration with different input frequencies at a sampling
rate of 250 MS/s are depicted in Fig. 22. We can see that the

Fig. 21. Measured spectrum at 250 MS/s for input frequencies of (a) fin=30
MHz and (b) fin=403 MHz.

Fig. 22. Measured SFDR and SNDR versus input frequency at 250 MS/s.

developed foreground calibration can prominently improve the
SFDR for up to 400 MHz. For a 490 MHz input signal, the
calibration exhibits little effect on the SFDR, which implies
that the input network and/or front-end SHA may become
the main limitation around this frequency. Meanwhile, the
SNDR at different input frequencies are slightly optimized
by the digital calibration. As described in Fig. 22, when the
input frequency increases from 30 MHz to 490 MHz, SFDR
varies from 94.7 dB to 77.7 dB and SNDR differs from
68.5 dB to 65.1 dB for the measurements after applying the
developed digital calibration. The pipelined ADC consumes
300 mW from a 1.8 V supply at a sampling rate of 250 MS/s.
Considering the fact that the latter stages are over-designed
due to the minimum-size limitation of metal insulator metal
(MIM) capacitors, there is still potential to optimize the power
consumption through aggressive scaling of the latter stages. To
evaluate the power efficiency of this ADC, the Walden figure-
of-merit (FOM) [6] is calculated by,

FOM =
Power

2(SNDR−1.76)/6.02 × fs
, (12)

where SNDR is the signal-to-noise-plus-distortion ratio and
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF MEASURED PERFORMANCE.

[4] [9]∗ [15] [29] [3] [30] [31] This work

Technology (nm) 180 180 180 180 90 90 55 180
Supply (V) 1.8 1.8/3.0 1.8 1.8 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.8
Resolution (bit) 14 16 14 13 14 10 12 14
fs (MHz) 100 250 100 250 100 320 200 250
DNL/INL (LSB) 0.8/2.2 0.5/3 0.18/1.1 N/A 0.9/1.3 0.96/1.75 0.28/1.89 0.15/1.0
SNDR† (dB) 69.2 76.5 65.7 65.9 69.3 51.2 63 68.2
SFDR† (dB) 87.3 94 84.1 78 78.7 66.7 76 87.9
Area (mm2) 6.3 50 7.2 0.89 1 0.21 0.28 6.0
Power (mW) 92∗∗ 1000 220 140 250 40 30.7 300
FOM† (pJ/step) 0.39 0.73 1.40 0.35 1.05 0.42 0.13 0.57
Calibration Background Background Background N/A Background Foreground Background Foreground
Analog Front-end SHA-less SHA-less SHA N/A SHA-less SHA-less SHA-less SHA
∗Fabricated in BICMOS process, †input frequency is around Nyquist frequency, ∗∗excluding the power of reference buffers.

fs represents the sampling rate. Table II compares the mea-
surement results with state-of-the-art high performance ADCs.
It can be seen that the peak DNL and INL of this design
outperform the others, owing to the developed foreground
calibration. The SFDR of the ADC in this work is comparable
to the best results in [9] (fabricated in BICMOS process),
mainly because of the integration of the improved SHA,
the partial non-overlapping clock scheme associated with the
enhanced high-speed comparator, and the developed low-cost
foreground calibration.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a 14-bit 250 MS/s pipelined ADC has been
developed, which is implemented in a 180 nm CMOS process.
It employs an improved SHA based on parasitic-optimized
bootstrapped switches to achieve a high sampling linearity
over a wide input frequency range. The foreground calibration
at low cost in analog front-end helps to alleviate the errors
caused by finite op-amp gain and capacitor mismatches, and
also to reduce the power consumption through relaxing the unit
capacitor size restriction and the op-amp gain requirement. In
addition, a partial non-overlapping time scheme is proposed
to increase the amplifier’s settling time, which is equivalent
to improving the operating speed or reducing the power con-
sumption. Moreover, the DNL and INL measurements indicate
that the calibration can effectively improve the static linearity
of the ADC. Meanwhile, the SNDR and SFDR measurements
prove that the ADC presents excellent dynamic performance
at high input frequencies with an efficient power consumption.
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